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Highly Recommend;e. Haven’t read it however, but chapters look like they’ll be very informative & You will need to
browse this! I have sticky notes around it! helpful. Absolutely!! I do believe there exists a more updated edition, but I
really believe it is just a small chapter.Information! I simply finished writing my first nonfiction book and scanning this
gave me confidence to go forward and self-publish.!Needless to say no guidebook is a magic bullet. Written by a savvy
literary agent and an award-winning author, it delves deeply into every element of the journey.I’ve read dozens of books
on writing and some on getting the book published and none cover the breadth and depth of THE FUNDAMENTAL Guide to
Getting Your Book Published. Highly recommended.It’s more important than ever before for an writer to embrace a
hands-on approach to reaching and engaging with visitors—even with a traditional publisher—and the info is up-to-date
and accessible. I devoured it, got overwhelmed and realized that it’s the very best step-by-step recipe I’ve ever seen,
and which you need to take things step-by-step.Written with interest and humor, this is an excellent read—and go-to
reference—for anybody who wants their book to reach its audience. I was specifically impressed at the amount of
information dealing with promotion and publicity. Comprehensive, practical insights The authors’ breadth of experience
distinguishes this book from others in a crowded field. As pathways to publication have got multiplied recently, it seems
Eckstut and Sterry possess enjoyed hands-on experience with almost all of them. Their text offers informed suggestions
on dealing with traditional royalty publishers (along with some eye-starting insights into sector consolidation), on
dealing with the increasing flock of independent publishers, on the changing requirements of university presses, and on
benefitting from a increasing tide of author service companies (alongside assistance how to filter the questionable
types). I’ve earmarked particular pages on the difference between round-robin and best-bid auctions (with
representative dollar quantities, on top of that), the surprising and frequently unknown expenses incurred by book
publishers, the pricing development in ebooks, advantages and issues of self-publishing, and the benefits of dealing
effectively with independent bookstores. In short, here’s a publication to reference over and over for important
revelations about a business in transition. Nice book!! Is it worth the money? I bought it because I intend to write a non-
fiction book in the future & hopefully own it published. I learned (and will continue to learn) quite a bit as I use this book
as my field manual for the literary world. I’m kinda OCD about stuff like that. But, besides that, the book was in like
fresh condition & I can’t wait around to dive in.(Good, that and a very sensitive septic tank. If you are considering
writing a reserve, or you ... In case you are considering composing a publication, or you are looking at getting into the
publishing business, buy this book. This book is jam packed full of information and will help me obtain my publication
published as soon as I finish it. This book was printed in 2010 2010, so it's a little dated, and truthfully, I think there are
always a couple weird-ass recommendations, i. Jam Packed Full of Information! always arrive late for a publication
signing, (right, who do this?) but overall, this publication is a wealth of information necessary for those who wish to
know the intricacies of publishing. Great device for aspiring writers The Essential Guide to GETTING THE Book Published
gives aspiring writers a unique perspective to getting published, from developing an idea to advertising your finished
product.Written by an Arielle Eckstut, a skilled, at-large agent designed for a major literary company and David Henry
Sterry, author of 16 books, The Information gives an honest and in-depth look at the entire process. In the end, the
author of the book got published An enjoyable, practical "how-to" Not merely is this book filled with information, it is a
very enjoyable browse. What I found most helpful was the in-depth explanations about all of the components necessary
to luring a literary agent, that is often the most challenging aspect of getting published. They discuss this right down to
the number of words a writer should use for the "pitch" utilized to land a realtor. The definitive book on getting the book
published The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published is the definitive book on taking your book from concept to
printed book. An author must come up with a marketable idea and compose it well. The Guide supports that, but its true
strength is walking a writer down the road of putting it print. No magic, just effort Good solid simple information. Each
is covered at length. The Guide also explains self-publishing and how exactly to overcome the inevitable rejections a
first-time article writer will experience. Five Stars Outstanding information. Writing a Book?! I did so not realize the
sheer level of this reserve when I ordered it so that it took me a while to undergo it. Wow - it covers everything you need
to know about publishing your book offering many options along the way. Like this book! Highly recommend! AN
ABUNDANCE of Detailed Details and Encouragement So.Much. Would HIGHLY recommend to anybody who would like to



get their publication published or anybody who is considering writing a book. I inhaled it all at once and today I am going
back through slowly and carefully.) Great writing, invaluable details. I’ll update this review once I’ve read it. Although I
was just a little overwhelmed by the amazing amount of involvement an writer has to commit to for achievement, the
humorous writing kept me optimistic and saved my manuscript from being flushed down the toilet. Great book Lots of
helpful information Bracing, actionable, pragmatic and in depth! Very helpful! I loaded every square in of a full page with
marketing concepts after reading the publication, and for the 1st time I’m actually excited about the procedure. The
only real comeplaint I have may be the packing was an extremely snug fit, so upon removing the book I ended up lifting
the edges of the glossy film on the corners of the soft cover just a bit. I’m therefore grateful it exists! Thank you Arielle
and David! For anybody new to the industry who wants to learn the ropes from two different people in the know, THE
FUNDAMENTAL Guide to GETTING THE Book Published is the method to go. How to use social media, deal with
bookstores, locate and lure a realtor, deal with agreements, etc. While encouraging authors, Eckstut and Sterry also
describe the hard truth about getting published: It takes a huge amount of work, period and quite possibly money. The
authors are energizing - motivating me to keep on writing. This book is a public service to writers - especially newbies
like me. I purchased this publication at one of the authors' "Pitchapalooza" events. Up to now, it offers been an
exceptionally useful tool in many ways. This has surely got to be among the best books to read about ways to get your
book published. The assistance for composing a pitch letter provides been especially useful as I am along the way to do
so at this time. This book is ideal for writers of most genres and age levels! Highly recommend!
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